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The First Book 

Conditions essential to the courtier 

14— [Conossa speaks:] "I wish, then, that this Courtier of ours should be nobly born 

and of gentle race because it is far less unseemly for one of ignoble birth to fail in 

worthy deeds, than for one of noble birth, who, if he strays from the path of his 

predecessors, stains his family name, and not only fails to achieve but loses what has 

f been achieved already; for noble birth is like a bright lamp that manifests and 

makes visible good and evil deeds, and kindles and stimulates to virtue both by fear 

of shame and by hope of praise. And since this splendour of nobility does not 

illumine the deeds of the humbly born, they lack that stimulus and fear of shame, 

nor do they feel any obligation to advance beyond what their predecessors have 

done; while to the nobly born it seems a 'reproach not to reach at least the goal set 

them by their ancestors. And thus it nearly always happens that both in the 

profession of arms and in other worthy pursuits the most famous men have been of 

noble birth, because nature has implanted in everything that hidden seed which 

gives a certain force and quality of its own essence to all things that are derived from 

it, and makes them like itself: as we see not only in the breeds of horses and of other 

animals, but also in trees, the shoots of which nearly always resemble the trunk; and 

if they sometimes degenerate, it arises from poor cultivation. And so it is with men, 

who if rightly trained are nearly always like those from whom they spring, and often 

better; but if there be no one to give them proper care, they become like savages 

and never reach perfection.  

"It is true that, by favour of the stars or of nature, some men are endowed at birth 

with such graces that they seem not to have been born, but rather as if some god 

had formed them with his very hands and adorned them with every excellence of 

mind and body. So too there are many men so foolish and rude that one cannot but 

think that nature brought them into the world out of contempt or mockery.  Just as 

these can usually accomplish little even with constant diligence and good training, so 

with slight pains those others reach the highest summit of excellence.  And to give 

you an instance: you see my lord Don Ippolito d'Este,2 Cardinal of Ferrara, who has 
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enjoyed such fortune from his birth, that his person, his aspect, his words and all his 

movements are so disposed and imbued with this grace, that — although he is young 

— he exhibits among the most aged prelates such weight of character that he seems 

fitter to teach than to be taught; likewise in conversation with men and women of 

every rank, in games, in pleasantry and in banter, he has a certain sweetness and 

manners so gracious, that whoso speaks with him or even sees him, must needs 

remain attached to him forever. " But to return to our subject: I say that there is a 

middle state between perfect grace on the one hand and senseless folly on the 

other; and those who are not thus perfectly endowed by nature, with study and toil 

can in great part polish and amend their natural defects. Besides his noble birth then 

I would have the Courtier favoured in this regard also, and endowed by nature not 

only with talent and beauty of person and feature, but with a certain grace and (as 

we say) air that shall make him at first sight pleasing and agreeable to all who see 

him; and I would have this an ornament that should dispose and unite all his actions, 

and in his outward aspect give promise of whatever is worthy the-society and favour 

of every great lord." 

15- — Here, without waiting longer, my lord Gaspar Pallavicino said: "In order that 

our game3 may have the form prescribed, and that we may not seem to slight the 

privilege given us to contradict, I say that this nobility of birth does not appear to me 

so essential in the Courtier; and if I thought I were saying what was new to any of us, 

I should cite instances of many men born of the noblest blood who have been full of 

vices; and on the other hand, of many men among the humbly born who by their 

virtue have made their posterity illustrious. And if what you just said be true, namely 

that there is in everything this occult influence of the original seed, then we should 
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all be in the same case, because we had the same origin, nor would any man be 

more noble than another.  But as to our differences and grades of eminence and 

obscurity, I believe there are many other causes: "among which I rate fortune to be 

chief; for we see her I holding sway in all mundane affairs, often amusing herself by 

lifting to heaven whom she pleases (although wholly without merit), and burying in 

the depths those most worthy to be exalted.  

"I quite agree with what you say as to the good fortune of those endowed from birth 

with advantages of mind and body: J but this is seen as well among the humbly born 

as among the nobly born, since nature has no such subtle distinctions as \these; and 

often, as I said, the highest gifts of nature are found among the most obscure. 

Therefore, since this nobility of birth is won neither by talent nor by strength nor by 

craft, and is rather the merit of our predecessors than our own, it seems to me too 

extravagant to maintain that if our Courtier's parents be humbly born, all his good 

qualities are spoiled, and that all those other qualifications that you mentioned do 

not avail to raise him to the summit of perfection; I mean talent, beauty of feature, 

comeliness of person, and that grace which makes him always charming to everyone 

at first sight."  

16.- Then Count Ludovico replied: " I do not deny that the same virtues may rule the 

low-born and the noble: but (not to repeat what we have said already or the many 

other arguments that could be adduced in praise of noble birth, which is honoured 

always and by everyone, it being reasonable that good should beget good), since we 

have to form a Courtier without flaw and endowed with every praiseworthy f quality, 

it seems to me necessary to make him nobly born, as well for many other reasons as 

for universal opinion, which is at once disposed in favour of noble birth. For if there 

be two Courtiers who have as yet given no impression of themselves by good or evil 

acts, as soon as the one is known to have been born a gentleman and the other not, 

he who is low-born will be far less esteemed by everyone than he who is high-born, 

and will need much effort and time to make upon men's minds that good impression 

which the other will have achieved in a moment and merely by being a gentleman.  

And how important these impressions are, everyone can easily understand: for in 

our own case we have seen men present themselves in this house, who, being silly 

and awkward in the extreme, yet had throughout Italy the reputation of very great 

Courtiers; and although they were detected and recognized at last, still they imposed 



upon us for many days, and maintained in our minds that opinion of them which 

they first found impressed there, although they conducted themselves after the 

slightness of their worth. We have seen others, held at first in small esteem, then 

admirably successful at the last. "And of these mistakes there are various causes: and 

among others,, the regard of princes, who in their wish to perform miracles 

sometimes undertake to bestow favour on a man who seems to them to merit 

disfavour. And often too they are themselves deceived; but since they always have a 

host of imitators, their favour begets very great fame, which chiefly guides our 

judgments: and if we find anything that seems contrary to common opinion, we 

suspect that it is we ourselves who are wrong, and always seek for something 

hidden: because it seems that these universal opinions must after all be founded on 

fact and spring from rational causes; and because our minds are very prone to love 

and hate, as is seen in battle-shows and games and every other sort of contest, 

wherein the spectators without apparent cause become partisans of one side, with 

eager wish that it may win and the other lose. In our opinion of men's character also, 

good or evil fame sways our minds to one of these two passions from the start; and 

thus it happens that we usually judge with love or hate. You see then how important 

this first impression is, and how he ought to strive to make a good one at the outset, 

who thinks to hold the rank and name of good Courtier. 17. — « But to come to 

some details, I am of opinion that the principal and true profession of the Courtier 

ought to be that of arms; which I would have him follow actively above all else,) and 

be known among others as bold and strong, and loyal to whomsoever he serves.  

And he will win a reputation for these good qualities by exercising them at all times 

and in all places, since one may never fail in this without severest censure.  And just 

as among women, their fair fame once sullied never recovers its first lustre, so the 

reputation of a gentleman who bears arms, if once it be in the least tarnished with 

cowardice or other dis grace, remains forever infamous before the world and full of 

ignominy. Therefore the more our Courtier excels in this art, the more he will be 

worthy of praise; and yet I do not deem essential in him that perfect knowledge of 

things and those other qualities that befit a commander; since this would be too 

wide a sea, let us be content, as we have said, with perfect loyalty and unconquered 

courage, and that he be always seen to possess them. For the courageous are often 

recognized even more in small things than in great; and frequently in perils of 

importance and where there are many spectators, some men are to be found who, 



although their hearts be dead within them, yet, moved by shame or by the presence 

of others, press forward almost with their eyes shut, and do their duty God knows 

how.  While on occasions of little moment, when they think they can avoid put ting 

themselves in danger without being detected, they are glad to keep safe. But those 

who, even when they do not expect to be observed or seen or recognized by anyone, 

show their ardour and neglect nothing, however paltry, that may be laid to their 

charge  — they have that strength of mind which we seek in our Courtier.  

"Not that we would have him look so fierce, or go about blustering, or say that he 

has taken his cuirass4 to wife, or threaten with those grim scowls that we have often 

seen in Berto;5 because to such men as this, one might justly say that which a brave 

lady jestingly said in gentle company to one whom I will not name at present;6 who, 

being invited by her out of compliment to dance, refused not only that, but to listen 

to the music, and many other entertainments proposed to him, — saying always that 

such silly trifles were not his business; so that at last the lady said, ‘What is your 

business, then?' He replied with a sour look, ‘To fight.' Then the lady at once said, 

‘Now that you are in no war and out of fighting trim, I should think it were a good 

thing to have yourself well oiled, and to stow yourself with all your battle harness in 

a closet until you be needed, lest you grow more rusty than you are;' and so, amid 

much laughter from the bystanders, she left the discomfited fellow to his silly 

presumption.  

“Therefore let the man we are seeking, be very bold, stern, and always among the 

first, where the enemy are to be seen; and in every other place, gentle, modest, 

reserved, above all  things avoiding ostentation and that impudent self-praise by 

which men ever excite hatred and disgust in all who hear them.” 
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[Following the Count’s ruminations on Grace and Affectation, a discussion about 

literary and conversational style occurs; Lady Emilia gets bored] 

39 — Then my lady Emilia said: "Methinks this debate of yours is far too long and 

tedious; therefore it were well to postpone it to another time."  

Messer Federico was about to reply none the less, but my lady Emilia always 

interrupted him.  At last the Count said:  

"Many men like to pass judgment upon style and to talk about rhythms and 

imitation; but they cannot make it at all clear to me what manner of thing style or 

rhythm is, or in what imitation consists, or why things taken from Homer or from 

someone else are so becoming in Virgil that they seem illumined rather than 

imitated. Perhaps this is because I am not capable of understanding them; but since 

a good sign that a man knows a thing is his ability to teach it, I suspect that they too 

understand it but little, and that they praise both Virgil and Cicero because they hear 

such praise from many, not because they perceive the difference that exists between 

these two and others: for in truth it does not consist in preserving two or three or 

ten words used in a way different from the others. 

"In Sallust, Caesar, Varro, and the other good writers, some terms are found used 

differently from the way Cicero uses them; and yet both ways are proper, for the 

excellence and force of a language lie in no such trifling matter: as Demosthenes well 

said to Aeschines, who tauntingly asked him whether certain words that he had used 

(although not Attic) were prodigies or portents; and Demosthenes laughed and 

replied that the fortunes of Greece did not hang on such a trifle.  So I too should care 

little if I were reproved by a Tuscan for having said satisfatto rather than sodisfatto, 

honorevole for horrevole, causa for cagione, populo for popolo, and the like."  

Then messer Federico rose to his feet and said: " Hear me these few words, I pray." 

"The pain of my displeasure," replied my lady Emilia, laughing, " be upon him who 

speaks more of this matter now, for I wish to postpone it to another evening.  But do 

you, Count, go on with the discussion about the Courtier, — and show us what a fine 

memory you have, which I think you will do in no small measure, if you are able to 

take up the discussion where you left it." 



40 — "My Lady," replied the Count, "I fear the thread is broken; yet if I am not 

wrong, methinks we were saying that the pest of affectation imparts extreme 

ungracefulness to everything, while on the other hand simplicity and nonchalance 

produce the height of grace: in praise of which, and in blame of affectation, we might 

cite many other arguments; but of these I wish to add only one, and no more.  

Women are always very eager to be — and when they cannot be, at least to seem — 

beautiful.  So where nature is somewhat at fault in this regard, they try to piece it 

out by artifice; whence arise that painting of the face with so much care and 

sometimes pains, that plucking of the eyebrows and forehead, and the use of all 

those devices and the endurance of that trouble, which you ladies think to keep very 

secret from men, but which are all well known."  

Here madonna Costanza Fregosa laughed and said:  

"It would be far more courteous for you to keep to your discussion, and tell us of 

what grace is born, and talk about Courtiership, — than to try to unveil the 

weaknesses of women, which are not to the purpose." 

"Nay, much to the purpose," replied the Count.  "For these weaknesses of yours I am 

speaking of, deprive you of grace because they spring from nothing but affectation, 

wherein you openly make known to everyone your over-eagerness to be beautiful. 

" Do you not see how much more grace a lady has who paints (if at all) so sparingly 

and so little, that whoever sees her is in doubt whether she be painted or not; than 

another lady so plastered that she seems to have put a mask upon her face and 

dares not laugh for fear of cracking it, nor ever changes colour but when she dresses 

in the morning, and then stands motionless all the rest of the day like a wooden 

image, showing herself only by candle-light, like wily merchants who display their 

cloths in a dark place? Again, how much more pleasing than all others is one (I mean 

not ill-favoured) who is plainly seen to have nothing on her face, although it be 

neither very white nor very red, but by nature a little pale and sometimes tinged 

with an honest flush from shame or other accident, — with hair artlessly unadorned 

and hardly confined, her gestures simple and free, without showing care or wish to 

be beautiful! This is that nonchalant simplicity most pleasing to the eyes and minds 

of men, who are ever fearful of being deceived by art. 



" Beautiful teeth are very charming in a woman, for since they are not so much in 

view as the face is, but lie hidden most of the time, we may believe that less care is 

taken to make them beautiful than with the face. Yet if one were to laugh without 

cause and solely to display the teeth, he would betray his art, and how ever beautiful 

they were, would seem most ungraceful to all, like Catullus's Egnatius.110 It is the 

same with the hands; which, if they are delicate and beautiful, and occasionally left 

bare when there is need to use them, and not in order to display their beauty, they 

leave a very great desire to see more of them, and especially if covered with gloves 

again; for whoever covers them seems to have little care or thought whether they be 

seen or not, and to have them thus beautiful more by nature than by any effort or 

pains. 

"Have you ever noticed when a woman, in passing through the street to church or 

elsewhere, thoughtlessly happens (either in frolic or from other cause) to lift her 

dress high enough to show the foot and often a little of the leg? Does this not seem 

to you full of grace, when you see her tricked out with a touch of feminine daintiness 

in velvet shoes and neat stockings?  I for one delight in it and believe you all do, for 

everyone is persuaded that elegance, in matters thus hidden and rarely seen, is 

natural and instinctive to the lady rather than forced, and that she does not think to 

win any praise by it.  

41 — "In this way we avoid and hide affectation, and you can now see how opposed 

and destructive it is to grace in every office as well of the body as the mind: whereof 

we have thus far spoken little, and yet we must not omit it, for since the mind is of 

far more worth than the body, it deserves to be more cultivated and adorned.  And 

as to what ought to be done in the case of our Courtier, we will lay aside the 

precepts of the many sage philosophers who write of this matter and define the 

properties of the mind and discuss so subtly about their rank, — and keeping to our 

subject, we will in a few words declare it to be enough that he be (as we say) an 

honest and upright man ; for in this are included prudence, goodness, strength and 

temperance of mind, and all the other qualities that are proper to a name so 

honoured. And I esteem him alone to be a true moral philosopher, who wishes to be 

good; and in this regard he needs few other precepts than that wish. And therefore 

Socrates was right in saying that he thought his teachings bore good fruit indeed 

whenever they incited anyone to understand and teach virtue: for they who have 



reached the goal of desiring nothing more ardently than to be good, easily acquire 

knowledge of everything needful there for; so we will discuss this no further.” 

 

Book Four 

Pietro Bembo’s Discourse on Love 

51 — Whereupon messer Pietro, having first remained silent awhile, then settled 

himself a little as if about to speak of something important, and spoke thus: 

"My Lords, in order to prove that old men can love not only without blame but 

sometimes more happily than young men, it will be needful for me to make a little 

discourse to explain what love is, and in what consists the happiness that lovers may 

enjoy. So I pray you hear me with attention, for I hope to make you see that there is 

no man here whom it does not become to be in love, even though he were fifteen or 

twenty years older than my lord Morello."  

And then after some laughter, messer Pietro continued: "I say, then, that according 

to the definition of the ancient sages love is naught but a certain desire to enjoy 

beauty; and as desire longs only for things that are perceived, perception must needs 

always precede desire, which by its nature wishes good things, but in itself is blind 

and does not perceive them.  Therefore nature has so ordained that to every faculty 

of perception there is joined a certain faculty of appetite; and since in our soul there 

are three modes of perceiving, that is, by sense, by reason. and by intellect: from 

sense springs appetite, which we have in common with the brutes; from reason 

springs choice, which is peculiar to man; from the intellect, by which man is able to 

commune with the angels, springs will.  Thus, just as sense perceives only things that 

are perceptible by the senses, appetite desires the same only; and just as intellect is 

directed solely to the contemplation of things intellectual, the will feeds only upon 

spiritual benefits. Being by nature rational and placed as a mean between these two 

extremes, man can at pleasure (by descending to sense or mounting to intellect) turn 

his desires now in the one direction and now in the other. In these two ways, 

therefore, it is possible to desire beauty, which universal name applies to all things 

(whether natural or artificial) that are framed in good proportion and due measure 

according to their nature.  



52—" But speaking of the beauty we have in mind, which is only that which is seen in 

the bodies and especially in the faces of men, and which excites this ardent desire 

that we call love, — we will say that it is an effluence of divine goodness, and that 

although it is diffused like the sun's light upon all created things, yet when it finds a 

face well-proportioned and framed with a certain pleasant harmony of various 

colours embellished by lights and shadows and by an orderly distance and limit of 

out lines, it infuses itself therein and appears most beautiful, and adorns and 

illumines that object whereon it shines with grace and wonderful splendour, like a 

sunbeam falling upon a beautiful vase of polished gold set with precious gems. Thus 

it agreeably at tracts the eyes of men, and entering thereby, it impresses itself upon 

the soul, and stirs and delights her with a new sweetness throughout, and by kindling 

her it excites in her a desire for its own self. 

" Then, being seized with desire to enjoy this beauty as something good, if the soul 

allows herself to be guided by the judgment of sense, she runs into very grievous 

errours, and judges that the body wherein the beauty is seen is the chief cause 

thereof; and hence, in order to enjoy that beauty, she deems it necessary to join 

herself as closely to that body as she can; which is false: and accordingly, whoever 

thinks to enjoy the beauty by possessing the body deceives himself, and is moved, 

not by true perception through reasonable choice, but by false opinion through 

sensual appetite: wherefore the pleasure also that results therefrom is necessarily 

false and vicious.  

" Hence all those lovers who satisfy their unchaste desires with the women whom 

they love, run into one of two errours: for as soon as they have attained the end 

desired, they either not only feel satiety and tedium, but hate the beloved object as 

if appetite repented its errour and perceived the deceit practised upon it by the false 

judgment of sense, which made it believe evil to be good; or else they remain in the 

same desire and longing, like those who have not truly attained the end they sought. 

And although, by reason of the blind opinion wherewith they are intoxicated, they 

think they feel pleasure at the moment, as the sick sometimes dream of drinking at 

some clear spring, nevertheless they are not contented or appeased. And since the 

possession of a wished-for joy always brings quiet and satisfaction to the mind of the 

possessor, if that joy were the true and worthy object of their desire, they would 

remain quiet and satisfied in possessing it; which they do not.  Nay, deceived by that 



likeness, they soon return to unbridled desire, and with the same distress they felt at 

first, they find themselves furiously and very ardently a thirst for that which they 

vainly hope to possess perfectly. 

" Such lovers as these, therefore, love most unhappily; for either they never attain 

their desires (which is great unhappiness), or if they do attain thereto, they find they 

have attained their woe, and finish their miseries with other miseries still greater; 

because even in the beginning and midst of their love naught else is ever felt but 

anguish, torments, sorrows, sufferings, toils.  So that to be pale, melancholy, in 

continual tears and sighs, to be sad, to be ever silent or lamenting, to long for death, 

in short, to be most unhappy, are the conditions that are said to befit lovers. 

53 — " The cause, then, of this havoc in the minds of men is chiefly sense, which is 

very potent in youth, because the vigour of flesh and blood at that period gives to it 

as much strength as it takes away from reason, and hence easily leads the soul to 

follow appetite. For, finding herself plunged into an earthly prison and deprived of 

spiritual contemplation by being set the task of governing the body, the soul cannot 

of herself clearly comprehend the truth; wherefore, in order to have perception of 

things, she must needs go begging first notions from the senses, and so she believes 

them and bows before them and allows herself to be guided by them, especially 

when they have so much vigour that they almost force her; and as they are 

fallacious, they fill her with errours and false opinions. 

"Hence it nearly always happens that young men are wrapped in this love which is 

sensual and wholly rebellious to reason, and thus they become unworthy to enjoy 

the graces and benefits which love bestows upon its true subjects; nor do they feel 

any pleasures in love beyond those which the unreasoning animals feel, but anguish 

far more grievous. 

"This premise being admitted then, — and it is most true, — I say that the contrary 

happens to those who are of maturer age. For if such as these (when the soul is 

already less weighed down by bodily heaviness and when the natural heat begins to 

become tepid) are inflamed by beauty and turn thereto a desire guided by rational 

choice, — they are not deceived, and possess beauty perfectly. Therefore their 

possession of it always brings them good; because beauty is good, and hence true 

love of beauty is most good and holy, and always works for good in the mind of 



those who restrain the perversity of sense with the bridle of reason; which the old 

can do much more easily than the young. 

54—" Hence it is not beyond reason to say further that the old can love without 

blame and more happily than the young; taking this word old, however, not in the 

sense of decrepit, nor when the bodily organs have already become so weak that the 

soul cannot perform its functions through them, but when our knowledge is at its 

true prime.  

"I will not refrain from saying also this: which is, that I think that although sensual 

love is evil at every age, yet in the young it deserves excuse, and is perhaps in a 

measure permitted. For although it gives them anguish, dangers, toils, and those 

woes that have been told, still there are many who, to win the favour of the ladies of 

their love, do worthy acts, which (although not directed to a good end) are 

intrinsically good; and thus from that mass of bitterness they extract a little sweet, 

and through the adversities which they endure they at last perceive their errour. 

Hence, just as I deem those youths divine who control their appetites and love in 

reason, so I excuse those who allow themselves to be overcome by sensual love, to 

which they are so strongly inclined by human frailty : provided they show therein 

gentleness, courtesy and worth, and the other noble qualities of which these 

gentlemen have told; and provided that when they are no longer of youthful age, 

they abandon it altogether, shunning this sensual desire as it were the lowest round 

of the ladder by which true love can be attained. But if, even after they are old, they 

preserve the fire of appetite in their chill heart and subject stout reason to frail 

sense, it is not possible to say how much they are to be blamed. For like fools they 

deserve to be numbered with perpetual infamy among the unreasoning animals, 

since the thoughts and ways of sensual love are too unbecoming to mature age." 

[Digression concerning the love of old men] 

57 -- "My Lords, I would not have any of us, like profane and sacrilegious men, incur 

God's wrath by speaking ill of beauty, which is a sacred thing.  Therefore, to the end 

that my lord Morello and messer Federico may be warned, and not lose their sight, 

like Stesichorus (which is a very fitting punishment for one who scorns beauty), I say 

that beauty springs from God, and is like a circle of which goodness is the centre. 

And hence, as there can be no circle without a centre, there can be no beauty 



without goodness.  Thus a wicked soul rarely inhabits a beautiful body, and for that 

reason outward beauty is a true sign of inward goodness.  And this grace is 

impressed upon bodies, more or less, as an index of the soul, whereby she is known 

outwardly, as in the case of trees, in which the beauty of the blossom gives token of 

the excellence of the fruit. The same is true in the case of human bodies, as we see 

that the Physiognomists often recognize in the face the character and sometimes the 

thoughts of men; and what is more, in beasts also we discern from the aspect the 

quality of the mind, which is expressed as much as possible in the body.  Think how 

clearly we read anger, ferocity and pride in the face of the lion, the horse, the eagle; 

a pure and simple innocence in lambs and doves; cunning malice in foxes and 

wolves, and so of nearly all other animals. 

58— " The ugly are therefore for the most part wicked too, and the beautiful are 

good: and we may say that beauty is the pleas ant, gay, acceptable and desirable 

face of good, and that ugliness is the dark, disagreeable, unpleasant and sad face of 

evil. And if you will consider all things, you will find that those which are good and 

useful always have a charm of beauty also. 

" Look at the state of this great fabric of the world, which was made by God for the 

health and preservation of every created thing.  The round firmament, adorned with 

so many heavenly lights, and the earth in the centre, surrounded by the elements 

and sustained by its own weight; the sun, which in its revolving illumines the whole, 

and in winter approaches the lowest sign, then little by little mounts to the other 

side; the moon, which derives her light from it, according as it approaches her or 

withdraws from her; and the five other stars, which separately travel the same 

course. These things have such influence upon one another through the linking of an 

order thus precisely framed, that if they were changed for an instant, they could not 

hold together, and would wreck the world; they have also such beauty and grace 

that human wit cannot imagine anything more beautiful. 

" Think now of the shape of man, which may be called a little world; wherein we see 

every part of the body precisely com posed with skill, and not by chance; and then 

the whole form together so beautiful that we could hardly decide whether more 

utility or more grace is given to the human features and the rest of the body by all 

the members, such as the eyes, nose, mouth, ears, arms, breast, and other parts 



withal. The same can be said of all the animals. Look at the feathers of birds, the 

leaves and branches of trees, which are given them by nature to preserve their 

being, and yet have also very great loveliness. 

" Leave nature, and come to art. What thing is so necessary in ships as the prow, the 

sides, the yards, the masts, the sails, the helm, the oars, the anchors and the 

cordage?  Yet all these things have so much comeliness, that it seems to him who 

looks upon them that they are thus devised as much for beauty as for use. Columns 

and architraves support lofty galleries and palaces, yet they are not on that account 

less pleasing to the eyes of him who looks upon them, than useful to the buildings. 

When men first began to build, they set that middle ridge in their temples and 

houses, not in order that the buildings might have more grace, but to the end that 

the water might flow off conveniently on either side; yet to utility soon was added 

comeliness, so that if a temple were built under a sky where no hail or rain falls, it 

would not seem able to have any dignity or beauty without the ridge. 

59—" Much praise is therefore bestowed, not only upon other things, but upon the 

world, by saying that it is beautiful. We praise when we say: 'Beautiful sky, beautiful 

earth, beautiful sea, beautiful rivers, beautiful lands, beautiful woods, trees, gar 

dens; beautiful cities, beautiful churches, houses, armies.'  In short, this gracious and 

sacred beauty gives highest ornament to everything; and we may say that the good 

and the beautiful are in a way one and the same thing, and especially in the human 

body; of whose beauty I think the most immediate cause is beauty of the soul, which 

(as partaker of true divine beauty) brightens and beautifies whatever it touches, and 

especially if the body wherein it dwells is not of such base material that it cannot im 

press thereon its quality. Therefore beauty is the true trophy of the soul's victory, 

when with power divine she holds sway over material nature, and by her light 

overcomes the darkness of the body. 

" Hence we must not say that beauty makes women proud or cruel, although it may 

seem so to my lord Morello; nor yet ought we to ascribe to beautiful women those 

enmities, deaths and destructions of which the immoderate appetites of men are the 

cause. I do not by any means deny that it is possible to find beautiful women in the 

world who are also immodest, but it is not at all because their beauty inclines them 

to immodesty; nay, it turns them therefrom and leads them to the path of virtuous 



behaviour, by the connection that beauty has with goodness. But sometimes evil 

training, the continual urgence of their lovers, gifts, poverty, hope, deceits, fear and 

a thousand other causes, overcome the steadfastness even of beautiful and good 

women; and through these or similar causes beautiful men also may become 

wicked." 

60—Then messer Cesare said: 

"If that is true which my lord Gaspar alleged yesterday, there is no doubt that 

beautiful women are more chaste than ugly women."  

"And what did I allege?" said my lord Gaspar.  

Messer Cesare replied:  

"If I remember rightly, you said that women who are wooed always refuse to satisfy 

him who wooes them, and besought in love than are the ugly; therefore the 

beautiful always refuse, and hence are more chaste than the ugly, who, not being 

wooed, woo others."  

Bembo laughed, and said:  

"To this argument no answer can be made." Then he added: "It often happens also 

that our sight deceives us like our other senses, and accounts a face beautiful which 

in truth is not beautiful; and since in some women's eyes and whole aspect a certain 

wantonness is seen depicted, together with unseemly blandishments,—many (who 

like such manner because it promises them ease in attaining what they desire) call it 

beauty: but in truth it is disguised immodesty, unworthy a name so honoured and so 

sacred."  

… 

" As you have made me begin to teach our unyouthful Courtier happy love, I fain 

would lead him a little farther; for it is very dangerous to stop at this stage, seeing 

that the soul is very prone to the senses, as has many times been said; and although 

reason and argument choose well and perceive that beauty does not spring from the 

body, and although they therefore put a bridle upon unseemly desires, still, always 

contemplating beauty in the body often perverts sound judgment. And even if no 



other evil flowed therefrom, absence from the beloved object brings much suffering 

with it, because the influence of her beauty gives the lover wonderful delight when 

she is present, and by warming his heart wakens and melts certain dormant and 

frozen forces in his soul, which (being nourished by the warmth of love) spread and 

blossom about his heart, and send forth through the eyes those spirits that are very 

subtle vapours made of the purest and brightest part of the blood, which receive the 

image of her beauty and fashion it with a thousand various ornaments. Hence the 

soul delights, and trembles with awe and yet rejoices, and as in a stupour feels not 

only pleasure, but that fear and reverence which we are wont to have for sacred 

things, and speaks of being in paradise. 

66.— "Therefore the lover who considers beauty in the body only, loses this blessing 

and felicity as soon as his beloved lady by her absence leaves his eyes without their 

splendour, and his soul consequently widowed of its blessing. Because, her beauty 

being far away, that amourous influence does not warm his heart as it did in her 

presence; wherefore his pores become arid and dry, and still the memory of her 

beauty stirs a little those forces of his soul, so that they seek to scatter abroad the 

spirits; and these, finding the ways shut, have no exit, and yet seek to issue forth; 

and thus hemmed in by those goads, they sting the soul and give it keenest suffering, 

as in the case of children when the teeth begin to come through the tender gums. 

And from this proceed the tears, the sighs, the anguish and the torments of lovers, 

because the soul is ever in affliction and travail, and becomes almost raging until her 

dear beauty appears to it again; and then it suddenly is calmed and breathes, and all 

intent upon that beauty it feeds on sweetest food, nor would ever part from so 

delightful a spectacle. 

"Hence, to escape the torment of this absence and to enjoy beauty without 

suffering, there is need that the Courtier should, with the aid of reason, wholly turn 

his desire from the body to the beauty alone, and contemplate it in itself simple and 

pure, as far as he can, and fashion it in his imagination apart from all matter; and 

thus make it lovely and dear to his soul, and enjoy it there, and have it with him day 

and night, in every time and place, without fear of ever losing it; bearing always in 

mind that the body is something very different from beauty, and not only does not 

enhance it, but diminishes its perfection. 



" In this wise will our unyouthful Courtier be beyond all the bitterness and calamities 

that the young nearly always feel : such as jealousies, suspicions, disdainings, angers, 

despairings, and certain furies full of madness whereby they are often led into such 

errour that some of them not only beat the women whom they love, but deprive 

themselves of life. He will do no injury to the husband, father, brothers or kinsfolk of 

his beloved lady; he will put no infamy upon her; he will never be forced to bridle his 

eyes and tongue with such difficulty in order not to disclose his desires to others, or 

to endure suffering at partings or absences; — because he will always carry his 

precious treasure with him shut up in his heart, and also by force of his imagination 

he will inwardly fashion her beauty much more beautiful than in fact it is. 

67.—" But besides these blessings the lover will find another much greater still, if he 

will employ this love as a step to mount to one much higher; which he will succeed in 

doing if he continually considers within himself how narrow a restraint it is to be 

always occupied in contemplating the beauty of one body only; and therefore, in 

order to escape such close bounds as these, in his thought he will little by little add 

so many ornaments, that by heaping all beauties together he will form an universal 

concept, and will reduce the multitude of these beauties to the unity of that single 

beauty which is spread over human nature at large. In this way he will no longer 

contemplate the particular beauty of one woman, but that universal beauty which 

adorns all bodies; and thus, bewildered by this greater light, he will not heed the 

lesser, and glowing with a purer flame, he will esteem lightly that which at first he so 

greatly prized. 

" This stage of love, although it be very noble and such as few attain, still cannot be 

called perfect; for since the imagination is merely a corporeal faculty and has no 

perception except through those means that are furnished it by the senses, it is not 

wholly purged of material darkness; and hence, although it considers this universal 

beauty in the abstract and intrinsically, yet it does not discern that beauty very 

clearly or without some ambiguity, because of the likeness which phantoms bear to 

substance. Thus those who attain this love are like tender birds beginning to put on 

feathers, which, although with their frail wings they lift themselves a little in flight, 

yet dare not go far from their nest or trust themselves to the winds and open sky. 



68 — " Therefore when our Courtier shall have reached this goal, although he may 

be called a very happy lover by comparison with those who are plunged in the misery 

of sensual love, still I would have him not rest content, but press boldly on following 

along the lofty path after the guide who leads him to the goal of true felicity. And 

thus, instead of going outside himself in thought (as all must needs do who choose to 

contemplate bodily beauty only), let him have recourse to himself, in order to 

contemplate that beauty which is seen by the eyes of the mind, which begin to be 

sharp and clear when those of the body lose the flower of their loveliness. Then the 

soul, — freed from vice, purged by studies of true philosophy, versed in spiritual life, 

and practised in matters of the intellect, devoted to the contemplation of her own 

substance, — as if awakened from deepest sleep, opens those eyes which all possess 

but few use, and sees in herself a ray of that light which is the true image of the 

angelic beauty communicated to her, and of which she then communicates a faint 

shadow to the body. Grown blind to things earthly, the soul thus becomes very keen-

sighted to things heavenly; and sometimes, when the motive forces of the body are 

absorbed by earnest contemplation or fettered by sleep, being unhampered by 

them, she is conscious of a certain far-off perfume of true angelic beauty, and 

ravished by the splendour of that light, she begins to kindle and pursues it so eagerly 

that she almost becomes phrensied with desire to unite herself to that beauty, 

thinking that she has found God's footstep, in the contemplation of which she seeks 

to rest as in her beatific end. And thus, glowing in this most happy flame, she rises to 

her noblest part, which is the intellect; and here, no longer darkened by the gloomy 

night of things earthly, she sees the divine beauty; but still she does not yet quite 

enjoy it perfectly, because she con templates it in her own particular intellect only, 

which cannot be capable of the vast universal beauty. 

" Wherefore, not well content with this boon, love gives the soul a greater felicity; 

for just as from the particular beauty of one body it guides her to the universal 

beauty of all bodies, so in the highest stage of perfection it guides her from the 

particular to the universal intellect. Hence the soul, kindled by the most sacred fire of 

true divine love, flies to unite herself with the angelic nature, and not only quite 

forsakes sense, but has no longer need of reason's discourse; for, changed into an 

angel, she understands all things intelligible, and without veil or cloud views the wide 



sea of pure divine beauty, and receives it into herself, and enjoys that supreme 

felicity of which the senses are incapable. 

69 — " If, then, the beauties which with these dim eyes of ours we daily see in 

corruptible bodies (but which are naught but dreams and faintest shadows of 

beauty) seem to us so fair and gracious that they often kindle most ardent fire in us, 

and of such delight that we deem no felicity able to equal that which we sometimes 

feel at a single glance coming to us from a woman's beloved eyes, — what happy 

wonder, what blessed awe, shall we think is that which fills the souls that attain to 

the vision of divine beauty! What sweet flame, what delightful burning, must that be 

thought which springs from the fountain of supreme and true beauty ! — which is 

the source of every other beauty, which never waxes nor wanes: ever fair, and of its 

own self most simple in every part alike; like only to itself, and partaking of none 

other ; but fair in such wise that all other fair things are fair because they derive their 

beauty from it. 

" This is that beauty identical with highest good, which by its light calls and attracts 

all things to itself, and not only gives intellect to the intellectual, reason to the 

rational, sense and desire for life to the sensual, but to plants also and to stones 

communicates motion and that natural instinct of their quality, as an imprint of 

itself. 

" Therefore this love is as much greater and happier than the others, as the cause 

that moves it is more excellent; and hence, just as material fire refines gold, so does 

this most sacred fire in our souls destroy and consume that which is mortal there, 

and quickens and beautifies that celestial part which at first, by reason of the senses, 

was dead and buried in them. This is the Pyre whereon the poets write that Hercules 

was burned on the crest of Mount Aeta, and by such burning became divine and 

immortal after death. This is the Burning Bush of Moses, the Cloven Tongues of fire, 

the Fiery Chariot of Elias, which doubles grace and felicity in the souls of those who 

are worthy to behold it, when they leave this earthly baseness and take flight 

towards heaven. 

" Let us, then, direct all the thoughts and forces of our soul to this most sacred light, 

which shows us the way that leads to heaven; and following after it, let us lay aside 

the passions wherewith we were clothed at our fall, and by the stairway that bears 



the shadow of sensual beauty on its lowest step, let us mount to the lofty mansion 

where dwells the heavenly, lovely and true beauty, which lies hidden in the inmost 

secret recesses of God, so that profane eyes cannot behold it. Here we shall find a 

most happy end to our desires, true rest from our toil, certain cure for our miseries, 

most wholesome medicine for our diseases, safest refuge from the boisterous 

storms of this life's tempestuous sea. 

70—" What mortal tongue, then, O most holy Love, can praise thee worthily? Most 

fair, most good, most wise, thou springest from the union of beauty and goodness 

and divine wisdom, and abidest in that union, and by that union returnest to that 

union as in a circle. Sweetest bond of the universe, joining things celestial to things 

terrestrial, thou with benignant sway inclinest the supernal powers to rule the lower 

powers, and turning the minds of mortals to their origin, joinest them thereto. Thou 

unitest the elements in concord, movest nature to produce — and that which is 

born, to the perpetuation of life. Thou unitest things that are separate, givest 

perfection to the imperfect, like ness to the unlike, friendship to the unfriendly, fruit 

to the earth, tranquillity to the sea, vital light to the heavens. 

" Thou art father of true pleasure, of grace, of peace, of gentle ness and good will, 

enemy to rustic savagery and sloth — in short, the beginning and the end of every 

good. And since thou de- lightest to inhabit the flower of beautiful bodies and 

beautiful souls, and thence sometimes to display thyself a little to the eyes and 

minds of those who are worthy to behold thee, methinks that now thy abode is here 

among us. 

" Deign, then, O Lord, to hear our prayers, pour thyself upon our hearts, and with the 

splendour of thy most holy fire illumine our darkness and, like a trusted guide, in this 

blind labyrinth show us the true path. Correct the falseness of our senses, and after 

our long pursuit of vanities give us true and solid good; make us to inhale those 

spiritual odours that quicken the powers of the intellect, and to hear the celestial 

harmony with such accord that there may no longer be room in us for any discord of 

passion; fill us at that inexhaustible fountain of content which ever delights and 

never satiates, and gives a taste of true beatitude to all who drink of its living and 

limpid waters; with the beams of thy light purge our eyes of misty ignorance, to the 

end that they may no longer prize mortal beauty, and may know that the things 



which first they seemed to see, are not, and that those which they saw not, really 

are. 

"Accept our souls, which are offered thee in sacrifice; burn them in that living flame 

which consumes all mortal dross, to the end that, being wholly separated from the 

body, they may unite with divine beauty by a perpetual and very sweet bond, and 

that we, being severed from ourselves, may, like true lovers, be able to transform 

ourselves into the beloved, and rising above the earth may be admitted to the 

angels' feast, where, fed on ambrosia and immortal nectar, we may at last die a most 

happy and living death, as died of old those ancient fathers whose souls thou, by the 

most glowing power of contemplation, didst ravish from the body and unite with 

God." 

 

  



 

A BREEF REHERSALL OF THE CHIEFE CONDITIONS AND QUALITIES IN A COURTIER7 

 TO be well borne and of a good stocke. 

 To be of a meane stature, rather with the least then to high, and well made to 
his proportion. 

 To be portly and amiable in countenance unto whoso beehouldeth him. 
 Not to be womanish in his sayinges or doinges. 
 Not to praise himself unshamefully and out of reason. 
 Not to crake and boast of his actes and good qualities. 
 To shon Affectation or curiosity above al thing in al things. 
 To do his feates with a slight, as though they were rather naturally in him, 

then learned with studye: and use a Reckelesness to cover art, without 
minding greatly what he hath in hand, to a mans seeminge. 

 Not to carie about tales and triflinge newis. 
 Not to be overseene in speaking wordes otherwhile that may offende where 

he ment it not. 
 Not to be stubborne, wilful nor full of contention: nor to contrary and 

overthwart men after a spiteful sort. 
 Not to be a babbler, brauler, or chatter, nor lavish of his tunge. 
 Not to be given to vanitie and lightnesse, not to have a fantasticall head. 
 No lyer. 
 No fonde flatterer. 
 To be well spoken and faire languaged. 
 To be wise and well seene in discourses upon states. 
 To have a judgement to frame himself to the maners of the Countrey where 

ever he commeth. 
 To be able to alleage good, and probable reasons upon everie matter. 
 To be seen in tunges, and specially in Italian, French, and Spanish. 
 To direct all thinges to a goode ende. 
 To procure where ever he goeth that men may first conceive a good opinion of 

him before he commeth there. 
 To felowship him self for the most part with men of the best sort and of most 

estimation, and with his equalles, so he be also beloved of his inferiours. 
 To play for his pastime at Dice and Cardes, not wholye for monies sake, nor 

fume and chafe in his losse. 
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 To be meanly seene in the play at Chestes, and not overcounninge. 
 To be pleasantlie disposed in commune matters and in good companie. 
 To speake and write the language that is most in use emonge the commune 

people, without inventing new woordes, inckhorn tearmes or straunge 
phrases, and such as be growen out of use by long time. 

 To be handesome and clenly in his apparaile. 
 To make his garmentes after the facion of the most, and those to be black, or 

of some darkish and sad colour, not garish. 
 To gete him an especiall and hartye friend to companye withall. 
 Not to be ill tunged, especiallie against his betters. 
 Not to use any fonde saucinesse or presumption. 
 To be no envious or malitious person. 
 To be an honest, a faire condicioned man, and of an upright conscience. 
 To have the vertues of the minde, as justice, manlinesse, wisdome, 

temperance, staidenesse, noble courage, sober-moode, etc. 
 To be more then indifferentlye well seene in learninge, in the Latin and Greeke 

tunges. 
 Not to be rash, nor perswade hymselfe to knowe the thing that he knoweth 

not. 
 To confesse his ignorance, whan he seeth time and place therto, in suche 

qualities as he knoweth him selfe to have no maner skill in. 
 To be brought to show his feates and qualities at the desire and request of 

others, and not rashlye presse to it of himself. 
 To speake alwaies of matters likely, least he be counted a lyer in reporting of 

wonders and straunge miracles. 
 To have the feate of drawing and peincting. 
 To daunce well without over nimble footinges or to busie trickes. 
 To singe well upon the booke. 
 To play upon the Lute, and singe to it with the ditty. 
 To play upon the Vyole, and all other instrumentes with freates. 
 To delite and refresh the hearers mindes in being pleasant, feat conceited, and 

a meerie talker, applyed to time and place. 
 Not to use sluttish and Ruffianlike pranckes with anye man. 
 Not to beecome a jester of scoffer to put anye man out of countenance. 
 To consider whom he doth taunt and where: for he ought not to mocke poore 

seelie soules, nor men of authoritie, nor commune ribaldes and persons given 
to mischeef, which deserve punishment. 



 To be skilfull in all kynd of marciall feates both on horsbacke and a foote, and 
well practised in them: whiche is his cheef profession, though his 
understandinge be the lesse in all other thinges. 

 To play well at fense upon all kinde of weapons. 
 To be nimble and quicke at the play at tenise. 
 To hunt and hauke. 
 To ride and manege wel his horse. 
 To be a good horsman for every saddle. 

 To swimme well. 
 To leape wel. 
 To renn well. 
 To vaute well. 
 To wrastle well. 
 To cast the stone well. 
 To cast the barr well. 
 To renn well at tilt, and at ring. 
 To tourney. 

 To fight at Barriers. 
 To kepe a passage or streict. 
 To play at Jogo di Canne. 
 To renn at Bull. 
 To fling a Speare or Dart. 
 Not to renn, wrastle, leape, nor cast the stone or barr with men of the 

Countrey, except he be sure to gete the victorie. 
 To sett out himself in feates of chivalrie in open showes well provided of horse 

and harness, well trapped, and armed, so that he may showe himselfe 
nymeble on horsbacke. 

 Never to be of the last that appeere in the listes at justes, or in any open 
showes. 

 To have in triumphes comelie armour, bases, scarfes, trappinges, liveries, and 
such other thinges of sightlie and meerie coulours, and rich to beehoulde, 
wyth wittie poesies and pleasant divises, to allure unto him chefflie the eyes 
of the people. 

 To disguise himself in maskerie eyther on horsbacke or a foote, and to take 
the shape upon hym that shall be contrarie to the feate that he mindeth to 
worke. 

Sildome in open syght 
of the people but 
privilye with himselfe 
alone, or emonge hys 
friendes and familiers. 

These thinges in open 
syght to delyte the 
commune people 
withall. 



 To undertake his bould feates and couragious enterprises in warr, out of 
companye and in the sight of the most noble personages in the campe, and (if 
it be possible) beefore his Princis eyes. 

 Not to hasarde himself in forraginge and spoiling or in enterprises of great 
daunger and small estimation, though he be sure to gaine by it. 

 Not to waite upon or serve a wycked and naughtye person. 
 Not to seeke to come up by any naughtie or subtill practise. 
 Not to commit any mischevous or wicked fact at the wil and 

commaundesment of his Lord or Prince. 
 Not to folowe his own fansie, or alter the expresse wordes in any point of his 

commission from hys Prince or Lorde, onlesse he be assured that the profit 
will be more, in case it have good successe, then the damage, if it succeade yll. 

 To use evermore toward his Prince or L. the respect that beecommeth the 
servaunt toward his maister. 

 To endevour himself to love, please and obey his Prince in honestye. 
 Not to covett to presse into the Chambre or other secrete part where his 

Prince is withdrawen at any time. 
 Never to be sad, melancho[l]ie or solemn beefore hys Prince. 
 Sildome or never to sue to hys Lorde for anye thing for himself. 
 His suite to be honest and reasonable whan he suyth for others. 
 To reason of pleasaunt and meerie matters whan he is withdrawen with him 

into private and secrete places alwayes doinge him to understande the truth 
without dissimulation or flatterie. 

 Not to love promotions so, that a man shoulde thinke he coulde not live 
without them, nor unshamefastlye to begg any office. 

 Not to presse to his Prince where ever he be, to hould him with a vaine tale, 
that others should thinke him in favor with him. 

 To consyder well what it is that he doeth or speaketh, where in presence of 
whom, what time, why, his age, his profession, the ende, and the meanes. 

 The final end of a Courtier, where to al his good condicions and honest 
qualities tende, is to beecome an Instructer and Teacher of his Prince or Lorde, 
inclininge him to vertuous practises: and to be francke and free with him, after 
he is once in favour in matters touching his honour and estimation, alwayes 
putting him in minde to folow vertue and to flee vice, opening unto him the 
commodities of the one and inconveniences of the other: and to shut his eares 
against flatterers, whiche are the first beeginninge of self leekinge and all 
ignorance. 



 His conversation with women to be alwayes gentle, sober, meeke, lowlie, 
modest, serviceable, comelie, merie, not bitinge or sclaundering with jestes, 
nippes, frumpes, or railinges, the honesty of any. 

 His love towarde women, not to be sensuall or fleshlie, but honest and godly, 
and more ruled with reason, then appetyte: and to love better the beawtye of 
the minde, then of the bodie. 

 Not to withdrawe his maistresse good will from his felowlover with revilinge 
or railinge at him, but with vertuous deedes, and honest condicions, and with 
deserving more then he, at her handes for honest affections sake. 

 
OF THE CHIEF CONDITIONS AND QUALITYES 

IN A WAYTYNG GENTYLWOMAN 

 TO be well born and of a good house. 

 To flee affectation or curiositie. 
 To have a good grace in all her doinges. 
 To be of good condicions and wel brought up. 
 To be wittie and foreseing, not heady and of a renning witt. 
 Not to be haughtie, envious, yltunged, lyght, contentious nor untowardlye. 
 To win and keepe her in her Ladies favour and all others. 
 To do the exercises meete for women, comlye and with a good grace. 
 To take hede that give none accasion to bee yll reported of. 
 To commit no vice, nor yet to be had in suspition of any vice. 
 To have the vertues of the minde, as wisdome, justice, noblenesse of courage, 

temperance, strength of the mide, continency, sobermoode, etc. 
 to be good and discreete. 
 To have the understandinge beinge maried, how to ordre her husbandes 

substance, her house and children, and to play the good huswyef. 
 To have a sweetenesse in language and a good uttrance to entertein all kinde 

of men with communication woorth the hearing, honest, applyed to time and 
place and to the degree and dispostion of the person which is her principall 
profession. 

 To accompany sober and quiet maners and honesty with a livelie quicknesse 
of wit. 

 To be esteamed no lesse chast, wise and courteious, then pleasant, feat 
conceited and sober. 



 Not to make wise to abhorr companie and talke, though somewhat of the 
wantonnest, to arrise and forsake them for it. 

 To geve the hearing of such kinde of talke with blushing and bashfulnesse. 
 Not to speake woordes of dishonestye and baudrye to showe her self 

pleasant, free and a good felowe. 
 Not to use over much familyaritie without measure and bridle. 
 Not willinglie to give eare to suche as report ill of other women. 
 To be heedfull in her talke that she offend not where she ment it not. 
 To beeware of praysinge her self undiscreatlye, and of beeing to tedious and 

noysome in her talke. 
 Not to mingle with grave and sad matters, meerie jestes and laughinge 

matters: nor with mirth, matters of gravitie. 
 To be circumspect that she offend no man in her jesting and tauntynge, to 

appeere therby of a readye witt. 
 Not to make wise to knowe the thing that she knoweth not, but with 

sobernesse gete her estimation with that she knoweth. 
 Not to come on loft nor use to swift measures in her daunsinge. 
 Not to use in singinge or playinge upon instrumentes to muche devision and 

busy pointes, that declare more cunning then sweetenesse. 
 To come to daunce, or to showe her musicke with suffringe her self to be first 

prayed somewhat and drawen to it. 
 To apparaile her self so, that she seeme not fonde and fantasticall. 
 To sett out her beawtye and disposition of person with meete garmentes that 

shall best beecome her, but as feininglye as she can, makyng semblant to 
bestowe no labour about it, nor yet to minde it. 

 To have an understandinge in all thinges belonginge to the Courtier, that she 
maye gyve her judgemente to commend and to make of gentilmen according 
to their worthinesse and desertes. 

 To be learned. 
 To be seene in the most necessarie languages. 
 To drawe and peinct. 
 To daunse. 
 To devise sportes and pastimes. 
 Not to be lyghte of creditt that she is beloved, thoughe a man commune 

familierlye with her of love. 
 To shape him that is oversaucie wyth her, or that hath small respecte in hys 

talke, suche an answere, that he maye well understande she is offended wyth 
hym. 



 To take the lovynge communication of a sober Gentylman in an other 
signifycatyon, seeking to straye from that pourpose. 

 To acknoweleage the prayses whyche he giveth her at the Gentylmans 
courtesye, in case she can not dissemble the understandinge of them: 
debasynge her owne desertes. 

 To be heedefull and remembre that men may with lesse jeopardy show to be 
in love, then women. 

 To geve her lover nothing but her minde, when eyther the hatred of her 
husband, or the love that he beareth to others inclineth her to love. 

 To love one that she may marye withall, beeinge a mayden and mindinge to 
love. 

 To showe suche a one all signes and tokens of love savynge suche as maye put 
hym in anye dyshonest hope. 

 To use a somewhat more famylyar conversation wyth men well growen in 
yeeres, then with yonge men. 

 To make her self beloved for her desertes, amiablenesse, and good grace, not 
with anie uncomelie or dishonest behaviour, or flickeringe enticement with 
wanton lookes, but with vertue and honest condicions. 

 The final ende whereto the Coutier applieth all his good condicions, 
properties, feates and qualities, serveth also for a waiting Gentilwoman to 
grow in favour with her Lady, and by that meanes so to instruct her and traine 
her to vertue, that she may both refraine from vice and from committing anye 
dishonest matter, and also abhorr flatterers, and give her self to understand 
the full troth in every thyng, without entring into self leeking and ignorance, 
either of other outward thinges, or yet of her owne self. 

 

 


